COVID-19 Remote Learning - Winter No 1
**Remote learning will be sent out as required**
Dear Parent / Carer,
We are sharing some Remote Learning. This can be used to share activities
with your child if you have been required to keep your child at home to
isolate.
The activity pack is intended to be creative, fun and educational, supporting
communication. The learning is not compulsory, but you may find some of
the ideas beneficial to use.
If you have any questions please contact your class teacher through Google
Classroom, or via email after half term.
Best wishes,
John Watson School Teaching Staff

Communication and Interaction Activities:
●

Sign of the week - This week's sign of the week is Help . Why not have a go yourself!
Activity: Discuss this week’s signs with an adult?
- How can someone help you?
- How can you help someone else?
- Why is it important to help others? Perhaps you can write a poem, or comic strip about helping
yourself or others?

●

Listen to our song, Mr Blue Sky Link (lyrics)
● What genre of music do you think this is? (classical/rock/pop)
● Talk about whether you like/don’t like it and how it makes you feel. Remember to use and or because
in explanations. Ask what they like/don’t like about the dance.
● The dance is called a tap dance. Why do you think it is called tap dancing?
Extension activity: In the song it talks about sky, sun and weather. Write your own poem about the weather
or the seasons:
● Research other songs or poems about the weather
● Write 4 verses, one for each season: Winter, spring, summer and autumn. Are they going to rhyme?
● Remember your capital letters at the start of each line
● Discuss your song or poem with an adult. Ask them what they like about it and why.
● Can you learn it by heart and share it with your friends and family?

●

We are thinking about roles and responsibilities this term. Look at the pictures below. Using your preferred
method of communication (words, iPad, signs):
- What can you see? Why do you think they are important roles / responsibilities?
- Do you do any of the first two pictures shown? Why?

-

Discuss the pictures with a family member:
Ask them why they think it is important.

Extension activity: Write a short paragraph about each photograph and why they are important?

●

Films and movies:
- What is your favourite film or television programme? Is it a fact or fiction film/programme? Can you
explain what the difference is?
- Why do you like it? Explain to a family member, or friend. Think of at least 5 reasons why you like it.
- Ask a family member, or friend, what their favourite film or television programme is (remember to
listen to the answers). Ask them 3 questions about the book and write their answers down.
Extension activity: Listen to Shaun Tan The Lost Thing Author:
- Research and discuss who the author is and what other books he has written/drawn.
- Write a short biography/fact file about Shaun Tan.

Cognition and Learning Activities
English:
● Can you follow the recipe for making a Sandwich?
- What ingredients did you choose?
- Can you write down the recipe after you have made a sandwich?
- Discuss with an adult what safety means and what it looks like in the kitchen.
Extension activity: What other snacks can you make with bread? Can you try making it? E.g. toast or toast
sandwiches
●

Get ready for some SRS activities! The sound we are working on is /ee/. Look at the sentences below:
- Read each sentence and match the correct one to the pictures.

●

Did you notice the different spelling for the sound /ee/?
○ Can you think of and write 2 words with each of the /ee/ spellings?
○ Can you make a sentence using them? Remember, you can use conjunctions such as, and, because,
when
ee

●

ea

ey

Can you complete the activity below?
○ Write sentences about the who helps us in the pictures
○ Use your SRS knowledge to sound out unfamiliar words

y

e

●

Reading is fun! Remember to share a book each day with an adult. What is your favourite story or book? Can
you tell what the book is about by the front cover, or blurb on the back?
- What did you like about the book? Can you explain what you don’t like about it? Remember to join
your sentences using joining words (conjunctions) like, ‘and’, ‘because’, ‘or’, ‘then’, ‘next’, ‘first’.
- If it is fiction, can you name all of the different characters? What are they like? Which are your
favourites? Write or type a short paragraph about each character.
- If it is non-fiction, can you find out 5 facts that you did not know using the contents page. Write or
type them to share with another person, this could be postcard, fact or top trumps card.
- Ask an adult ‘what’, ‘when’ and ‘why’ questions about the book too, and don’t forget to listen to
their answers. Can you write their answers down?

Maths:
●

Money skills:
- How much does each item cost?
- Can you use coins to match the price of each item?
- Can you add two items together and calculate how much they would cost?
- Can you sort the prices from the cheapest to the most expensive one? And from the most expensive
one to the cheapest one?
- Can you use the calculator to add the price of all the items from the table below? Double-check your
answer at least twice before writing it down.
- Can you double the price for each item? Can you triple the price? Can you calculate the half of the
price for each item?

£6.25

£3.75
£2.50

£1.75

£4.50
£5.00
●

Can you work it out using a written method? If you have £20 and choose 3 items to buy, can you work out
how much change you would get back?

●

Subtractions: Can you complete the following subtractions?
-

Can you identify which are the Hundreds, Tens and Units?
Can you explain to an adult how you use the column method?

●Multiplication:

●

Telling the time board game. What time is it? Roll a dice, move the number of scapes shown and read aloud the
time shown on the clock. The first player to complete the board wins!
- Can you convert the times on the clocks to 12 hour digital times?
- And to 24-hour digital times?

●

Timetables:
- Can you complete the table below?

Social, Emotional Mental Health and Independence Activities
Your Self-talk:
Self-talk is the voice inside of your mind that helps you understand yourself and the world around you. Some
people use self-talk out loud and you can hear them talking to themselves, this is the same , but using the
voice inside of your mind.
- Do you use self-talk? If you don’t use self-talk, observe someone in your family that they use self-talk.
- When do you/they use self-talk?
- What kind of things do you/they say to yourself/ themselves when you use self-talk?
- Can you answer each question of the use of self-talk?

-

●

Can you put different examples of the use of self-talk?

Challenge: Can you write, or draw a comic strip or diary, to keep notes on how you feel each day? What do
you notice about yourself? Are you happier in the morning, afternoon, or evening? If you feel comfortable to,
share your thoughts with a family member.

Physical and Sensory Activities
PE:
●

Why not try your strength and fitness to play this dice game.
- Using two dice. Roll them. Add the 2 number together and do whatever exercise is shown
ROLL WITH IT FITNESS ACTIVITIES

○
○

Why not repeat until you have completed all the activities.
Why not challenge a member of your family!

●

Just Dance - Mr Blue Sky

●

Gross motor skill challenge - Why not challenge yourself and family member to do these Brain Exercises for
COORDINATION

●

Fine motor challenge - with another person in your family, or a friend, try to learn how to do ‘Cat’s Cradle’
- Link here

